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Encamp, March 11st 2020  
 

HIPER PAS GROUP OPENS 
FIRST GRANIER & GO IN ANDORRA 

 

After the fantastic reception of the first two Bakery Coffee Granier’s in 
Pas de la Casa and la Massana, last Sunday, March 1st, Hiper Pas 
Group opened the third Granier & Go, a modern self-service concept 
in Andorra. Its extensive and carefully chosen menu combines both 
tradition and innovation, with a variety of breads, an extensive range of 
sweet and salty pastry products, an abundant assortment of hot and 
cold drinks and a selection of ready meals, on offer. All presented at the 
highest quality and with the best prices, making it the perfect break 
during your skiing holiday. 

Located close to the ski slopes, on Encamp Avenue, 7 (Canigó Building) in Pas de la Casa, the 120m2 
cafe has 20 tables in total. The decoration combines vintage and modern elements and has a large, 
comfortable terrace where customers can taste the products while enjoying the spectacular mountain 
views.  

With the opening of Granier & Go, there are now three Granier establishments in the Principality, the 
result of a commercial alliance that the Group has with this Spanish company, and this will lead to the 
opening of several more coffee shops and artisanal bakeries all over the country. 

An innovative self-service concept  

Granier & Go is an innovative self-service concept for all type of audiences, which keeps the traditional 
ethos of Granier bakeries, in which bread and pastry products are freshly made, combined with ready to 
go drinks and dishes, all to take away or eat in, at any time of the day.  

 
Hiper Pas Group 
With over 40 years of history, Hiper Pas Group is an Andorran family business that has twenty-two stores: Mercacenter's own 
purchasing centre, thirteen supermarkets (JMM, La Cava, La Solana, Maximercat, Super Continent and Super Pas II, five Hiper Pas 
and two Eco) and seven specialised shops (in addition to the three Granier spaces, two Royal Cigar, The Pretty Hair and a Merca 
Centre Ski), all of them distributed across several cities in Andorra. Amongst the other businesses, the company has also managed 
the River Mall since 2002.  
 
Granier  
Founded in 2010 by the baker and businessman Juan Pedro Conde, over the last ten years, Granier has established itself as a 
reference business model in its sector, with more than 350 establishments throughout Spain. Every day Granier works to preserve 
and promote the proximity and personalised attention of a traditional bakery. Honesty, commitment and professionalism 
characterise the bakers who are part of the great Granier family, making these establishments a benchmark in baking. 

 

For further information about Hiper Pas Group: 
Rosario Santa María  

+376 346 358    
rsantamaria@undatia.es 
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